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The product of this project is a collection of routines and data structures that perform the following
functions: read in a small corpus of natural language text; construct a basic lexicon (overlap/hash
tables); construct a basic structure/morphological analyzer (a text in the [corpus] format is input);
transform the basic lexicon into a microcomputer representation (this is why PC-KIMMO is also

called a "parser"; the overlapping arrays and hash tables are the "machines"); produce natural
language text on the basis of the generated/recognized set of words. This program was written in
standard FORTRAN 66 and is distributed in two packages (over 400K lines of code): * Basic-

lexicon package: contains a code library of the general lexicon module (KIMMO-LIB), a module for
the creation of lexicons (KIMMO-MAIN), and an ASCII data file (KIMMO-DATA) containing

examples of lexical entries. * Parser package: contains a code library of the lexicon and
morphological analyzer module (KIMMO-LIB), a module for the parsing of text (KIMMO-PARSE)

and an ASCII data file (KIMMO-DATA) containing examples of grammatical sentences. Each
KIMMO-LIB code library consists of 8 (1) modules, each performing one or more specific

functions: 1) The initialization module includes the creation of an array of overlapping arrays that
represent the lexicon (only the first KIMMO-LIB module will be needed); 2) The word recognition
module includes the recognition of a basic form of a lexical entry (the input KIMMO-DATA file);
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3) The generation module includes the transformation of a basic form into a microcomputer
representation (the output KIMMO-DATA file); 4) The output module includes the specification of

the method used to output the set of lexical entries recognized by PC-KIMMO. Each KIMMO-
MAIN code library consists of 4 (4) modules, each performing one or more specific functions: 1)

The initialization module includes the creation of an overlap/hash table used to manipulate the basic
lexicon (only the first KIMMO-MAIN module will be needed); 2) The word recognition module

includes the recognition of a basic form of a lexical entry (the input KIMMO-DATA file); 3)
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The keymacro.txt file describes the list of keys which can be assigned to the different options. In
KIMMO only the keys that are assigned are highlighted (or activated) in the language. All PC-

KIMMO project files may be found in KIMMO/doc. The documentation file should be consulted to
establish the meaning of PC-KIMMO's internal structures. KIMMO/doc/pc-kimmopc.pdf gives

detailed information on KIMMO's usage with Windows. KIMMO/doc/kimmopg.pdf gives general
information about KIMMO. KIMMO/doc/pc-kimmopg.pdf gives information about how to compile
PC-KIMMO. KIMMO/doc/pc-kimmopc.pdf gives information on the commands of PC-KIMMO.

KIMMO/doc/mword.txt lists the manual pages that are supplied with KIMMO/mword.
KIMMO/doc/kimmopg.txt describes the output features of KIMMO. KIMMO/doc/pc-kimmopc.txt

gives general information on the program KIMMO. KIMMO/doc/pc-kimmopc.txt contains a
description of the commands of PC-KIMMO. KIMMO/doc/pc-kimmopg.txt gives information on

how to compile PC-KIMMO. KIMMO/doc/mword.txt describes the manual pages which are
supplied with KIMMO/mword. KIMMO/doc/pc-kimmopc.txt contains information on the options

of PC-KIMMO. KIMMO/doc/pc-kimmopg.txt lists the output features of PC-KIMMO.
KIMMO/doc/pc-kimmopc.txt gives general information on the program KIMMO. KIMMO/doc/pc-
kimmopg.txt contains information on how to compile PC-KIMMO. KIMMO/doc/pc-kimmopc.txt

contains a description of the program KIMMO. KIMMO/doc/pc-kimmopg.txt contains information
on the options of PC-KIMMO. KIMMO/doc/pc-kimmopc.txt contains a description 1d6a3396d6
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PC-KIMMO [32|64bit]

The initial version of PC-KIMMO was written in Turbo Pascal 3.0. The main application is the
presentation of a corpus on an IBMPC compatible computer. Although PC-KIMMO does not have
many features, it is a very fast and quite versatile tool for the analysis of the written language. PC-
KIMMO computes: -- Word frequencies -- Word breaks -- Levenshtein distance -- Mean word
frequency -- Mean word length -- Mean word frequency-mean word length -- Word composition --
Word subtypes -- Word frequency-word subtype combinations -- Word length frequency-word
subtype combinations -- Word subtypes frequency-word length combinations -- Word length
frequency-word length combinations -- Word subtypes frequency-word length combinations --
Word length frequency-word frequency combinations -- Word subtypes frequency-word
composition combinations -- Word length frequency-word composition combinations -- Word
composition frequency-word length combinations -- Word length frequency-word length
combinations -- Word composition frequency-word composition combinations -- Word length
frequency-word composition combinations -- Word frequency-word frequency combinations --
Word length frequency-word subtype combinations -- Word length frequency-word frequency
combinations -- Word subtype frequency-word length combinations -- Word length frequency-word
length combinations -- Word composition frequency-word composition combinations -- Word
length frequency-word length combinations -- Word composition frequency-word composition
combinations -- Word length frequency-word composition combinations -- Word frequency-word
frequency combinations -- Word length frequency-word subtype combinations -- Word length
frequency-word frequency combinations -- Word subtype frequency-word length combinations --
Word length frequency-word length combinations -- Word composition frequency-word subtype
combinations -- Word length frequency-word composition combinations -- Word length frequency-
word length combinations -- Word composition frequency-word length combinations -- Word
length frequency-word length combinations -- Word composition frequency-word composition
combinations -- Word length frequency-word composition combinations -- Word composition
frequency-word composition combinations -- Word length frequency-word composition
combinations -- Word length frequency-word composition combinations -- Word composition
frequency-word length combinations -- Word length frequency-word length combinations -- Word
composition frequency-word length combinations -- Word length frequency-word length
combinations -- Word composition frequency-word composition combinations -- Word length
frequency-word composition combinations -- Word length frequency-word length combinations --
Word

What's New In PC-KIMMO?

PC-KIMMO is a program for generating and recognizing words, sentences, phrases and clauses,
given two words as input, or two sentences (or a phrase or a clause), as input. The program is of
most use when it is used to generate and recognize lexical items (lexical items=words, phrases,
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clauses, etc.). The program can be used to generate words and sentences from a database of words,
phrases or clauses, or it can be used to generate words and sentences, given a user-specified text.
The program can be used for sentence generation or for sentence classification. PC-KIMMO
includes a lexicon, a parser, an acoustic model and a corpus. The lexicon includes morphological
rules and rules for decomposition. The lexicon is based on the Finnisch morphosyntactic lexicon
and the lexicon contains 27,000 of the 50,000 words of Finnish (Koskenniemi, 1995). The lexicon
includes 43 morphological rules for the creation and decomposition of a word, e.g. leksikon (the
lexicon), lek (lexical category), morfis (morphological rule), lekki (decomposition). The parser uses
the lexicon to determine which words are in which lexical category and it also checks that the word
forms are correct. The acoustic model is a three-layer perceptron that can map a word sequence to
phonetic representation. The corpus includes a user-specified text and a number of randomly
generated texts. A randomly generated text is generated by generating a sentence at the lexical level
and then mapping the surface forms of the sentence to phonetic representation using the acoustic
model. Usage: Usage is easy. In the program, first the two-word unit is entered in the text entry field
or the keywords field. The program creates a corpus consisting of 100 randomly generated
sentences that are labeled with a known word in the lexicon. PC-KIMMO stores the corpus in a file.
In the program, the corpus is loaded from the file. Then the lexicon is loaded from the program's
internal or external file into the memory, where the lexicon is used for word generation. In this
example, the lexicon is used to generate words for the text entries that are entered in the two-word
unit. If the lexicon is used as a corpus, the user specified corpus is loaded from the file and the
program uses the corpus for word generation. Once the word generation is complete, the program
calculates the score for the generated word, using the acoustic model, and outputs a word to the
screen if the score exceeds a certain threshold. When the program is running, the word generated by
the program is labeled with the actual word in the lexicon. Parameters: Two-word units can be
entered in the program as a text entry field or as keywords. The user can enter two-word units in a
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System Requirements For PC-KIMMO:

1GB RAM | 500MB Free HDD Space TODO: 1. More information about both the version and the
OS. 2. Screen resolution. 3. System requirements. 4. BiOS info. 5. Possibility to skip the intro and
get right to the game. 6. Way to change speed of the intro. 7. Other features. 8. Graphics 9. Sound
10. Smoothness
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